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Use Manual  
=======PROFESSIONAL LIGHTING EQUIPMENT======== 

 
Please read the enclosed manual before operating this product, 
 



 

Thank you for choosing our LED bar light. For the sake of 

your safety, please read this manual carefully before use. 
This LED BAR, RGB with digital display is a kind of lighting effect which can 
create decorative effects as wall wash, it is designed for clubs, stages and other 
entertainment halls, even for houses.  

                    
Function:    

1. Very nice as an architectural wall wash or for performance stages where traditional 

stage lighting emit a lot of heat onto performers  

2. Very smooth field with rich palettes of color created by mixing the Red, Green and Blue 

LEDs  

3. 5 work modes: Program mode, Auto-run mode, Sound active mode, Master/Slave mode 

& DMX mode  

4. Smooth RGB color mixing (fast or slow color change operation) 

5. Electronic Dimming: 0 - 100% and Color strobe effect  

6. DMX-512 Protocol  

OPERATION:    
Press “ENTER”,you will enter the manu mode,then press “UP” in turn,you will enter 
the following mode: 
1. “At1”:Auto mode 1,press “ENTER”,it will display “Aton”,will run auto mode. 
2. “At2”:Auto mode 2,press “ENTER”,it will display “Aton”,will run auto mode. 
3. “Aud1”:Sound function,the water-proof version does not have this function. 
4. “SPEd”:Press “ENTER”,SP01-08,you can adjust the running speed. 
5. “r”:Press “ENTER”,the red color is shining; 
6. “g”:Press “ENTER”,the green color is shining; 
7. “b”,Press “ENTER”,the blue color is shining. 
8. “ALL”Press “ENTER”,it will into RGB full color bright 
9. “A001”,This mode can controlled by DMX 512 or master/slave mode. 
Remark:  
1. when it is in fade or chase function, adjust the speed via .”SPEd” from 0-7. 

2. Master/slave:  when it is stand alone, master is “At1” & “At2”,slave is “A001”. 

3. when sound active function, please adjust sound sensitivity by potentiometer knob 

which is close to Mic.  

4. auto-run mode: 7color changing/7color auto changing/7color auto fade in and fade out/ 

color chase/ sound-active color changing 

5. Before operation, please use the soft cloth to clean it. And check if the screws are loose, 

if loose, please fix tightly.  

DMX value： 
CH1:  0-10   dimmer (CH2-CH13 dimmer valid) 

      11-51 strobes (CH2-CH13 dimmer valid) 

      52-91 light in and out (CH2-CH13 dimmer not valid) 

      92-131 auto color changing (CH2-CH13 dimmer not valid) 

      132-147 chase1, 148-164 chase2, 165-181 chase3, 182-198 chase4, 199-215 chase5, 

216-232 chase6, 233-255 chase1-chase6. 

CH2 0-255 all red dimming 

CH3 0-255 all green dimming 

CH4 0-255 all blue dimming 

CH5-CH13 0-255 is the adjustable brightness from segment1 to segment3 in red, green and 

blue.  

Specification:               
1. Power input: AC90-240V/50-60HZ  
2. Wattage: 20W 
3. LEDS: 252 RGB(R:84, G:84, B: 84) high intensity10mm LEDs 
4. Beam angle: 30 degree 
5. 3PIN female XLR socket and 3PIN male XLR socket 
6. Built-in microphone  
7. Black aluminum material (white housing optional)  
8. Working place: indoor, temperature: -20 °C~+ 45° C, humidity: 0%-90%. 
9. Linkable via 3-pin XLR cable (optional) 
10. Power connection:Power link for each light hand by hand 
11. Weight: 2.8kg       
12. Size: 1050x130x135mm    


